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Abstract. Business process models are used by modeling experts to concisely de-
pict the workflow of an organization that plays a pivotal role in the development of
ERP systems. A growing number of organizations also maintain the textual process
descriptions of these process models as the descriptions are understandable across
the board. A recent study has revealed that these textual descriptions can also be
used for an accurate process model search. However, the use of textual descriptions
is a resource-intensive task due to the sheer size of the descriptions. To that end, in
this paper, we have proposed an approach that relies on the use of summary textual
descriptions, instead of full-length descriptions, to enhance the performance of pro-
cess matching. To evaluate the proposed approach, we have used four diverse text
summarization techniques, including a state-of-the-art deep learning based tech-
nique, for generating summary descriptions, and seven text-matching techniques
for finding relevant process specifications. Our empirical study has established that
the Vector Space Model is the most effective technique for process matching. Fur-
thermore, the use of Lingo generated summaries, at a compression rate of 50 %,
can achieve a higher efficiency as well as effectiveness than the full-length textual
process descriptions.

Keywords: Information retrieval systems, process retrieval, text-matching, sum-
mary-full description for process matching
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1 INTRODUCTION

Business process models are widely established as key artifacts to visually repre-
sent, analyze, and enhance the business operations of an enterprise [1, 2]. As these
artifacts are developed by modeling experts, they may not be readily understand-
able by all the stakeholders. In particular, the business users who actually execute
processes have difficulties with reading and comprehension of models due to their
limited knowledge of process modeling [3, 4]. Therefore, several studies have em-
phasized maintaining textual descriptions alongside process models. The availabil-
ity of textual process descriptions has also prompted the use of these descriptions
for process model validation [5], inconsistencies detection [6], and process match-
ing [7].

A recent study [8], has proposed to employ the combination of process mod-
els with textual descriptions of its activities to enhance the accuracy of querying
processes from a process repository. In contrast, another notable study has pro-
posed the use of textual descriptions as an alternative to process models [7]. The
two approaches have established that the use of textual descriptions enhances the
effectiveness of process matching. However, we contend that the use of textual de-
scriptions could be a time-consuming task due to the sheer size of these descriptions.
For instance, an Austrian bank’s process collection has 119 textual descriptions of
processes with an average length of 13 130 words, and the longest description is
composed of 60 558 words [9]. In the presence of such large textual descriptions,
the use of full-length textual descriptions may impede the efficiency of the process
matching.

To enhance the performance of matching, in this paper, we have proposed a sum-
mary description-based approach that relies on the compressed versions of full-length
textual descriptions. The significantly reduced size of the summary descriptions
should enhance the efficiency of process matching. However, we recognize that such
a reduction in the descriptions may impede the accuracy of matching. Therefore,
in this paper, we analyze the trade-offs between the summarized descriptions and
full-length textual descriptions in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. As far as we
are aware, no study has been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of summary
descriptions for process matching. In particular, the key contributions to this paper
are as follows:

Proposed Approach: We have proposed a process matching approach that takes
an input textual or model-based specifications of a process and returns the spec-
ifications of relevant processes. In essence, the approach generates summary
textual descriptions by using text summarization techniques. Subsequently, it
computes the similarity between query-source pairs using text-matching tech-
niques and returns the specifications of the relevant processes.

Corpora Generation: We have generated corpora of 669 full-length textual de-
scriptions and their summary textual descriptions at five different compression
rates, using four diverse summarization techniques, including a state-of-the-art
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deep learning based approach. Thus, in total, we have generated (1 + 4× 5 =)
21 corpora of textual process descriptions. The techniques used to generate
summary descriptions are: a) TF-IDF, which generated a collection of impor-
tant words, b) LexRank, which employs a graph-based approach to rank, and
subsequently choose sentences of higher rank [10], c) Lingo, which employs a
clustering-based approach to identify the sentences that include key phrases of
the descriptions, and d) K-means clustering with skip-thought embeddings which
relies on the use of deep learning based technique to identify key sentences for
inclusion in a summary description.

Analysis of Summaries: We have compared the summary textual descriptions
generated by all the four summarization techniques, TF-IDF, LexRank, Lingo,
and K-means clustering with skip-thought embeddings. To this end, we first
generated the pairs of these summary descriptions at each compression rate.
Subsequently, we employed two established text-matching techniques, n-gram
overlap, and Longest Common Subsequence, to compute the similarity between
each pair of textual description. The results have been used to provide valuable
insights into the generated summaries.

Efficiency and Effectiveness Experiments: We have performed numerous ex-
periments for full-length textual descriptions and summary descriptions gen-
erated by each summarization technique. For that, we have used seven text-
matching techniques for each type of experiments. The results have been an-
alyzed to empirically establish the benefit of using summary descriptions as
an alternative to the full-length descriptions. Furthermore, the trade-offs be-
tween efficiency and effectiveness have been analyzed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of
the proposed approach. Section 3 presents the procedure we have used for generating
full and summary textual descriptions corpora and the specifications of the corpora.
Section 4 introduces the text-matching techniques that are used for experimentation.
Section 5 analyzes the similarity between the summary descriptions generated by the
four summarization techniques. Section 6 presents the experimental setup. Analysis
of results, as well as the trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness, is presented
in Section 7. Related work is presented in Section 8. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section 9.

2 CONCEPTUAL APPROACH: AN OVERVIEW

In this section, we present an overview of the proposed approach which relies on
the use of summary textual descriptions for retrieving the desired specifications of
relevant processes, instead of full-length textual process descriptions. The reason
to use summary descriptions over full-length descriptions stems from the potential
size of process descriptions, which are particularly sizeable for end-to-end processes.
For instance, a recent study [9] has highlighted that the collection of an Austrian
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bank contains 119 real-world processes having an average length of 13 130 words and
a maximum length of 60 558 words. The presence of such sizeable textual descrip-
tions makes process matching a resource-intensive task which impedes the efficiency
of matching. A conceptual overview of the proposed approach is presented in Fig-
ure 1. As depicted in the figure, the repository is composed of a source collection of
process models and their corresponding corpus of textual process descriptions. Fur-
thermore, a mapping can be defined between the two types of process specifications.
While recent notable studies [8, 7] advocate that keeping textual process descrip-
tions alongside process models increases the comprehension of business operations
of enterprises among users, we have proposed to use summary textual description
queries for process matching.

Our approach relies on the use of an automatic approach to generate tex-
tual descriptions of a process model using Natural Language Generation System
(NLGS) [5]. As far as we are aware, NLGS is the only available tool that can au-
tomatically and comprehensively generate textual descriptions of a process model.
It uses a well-established technique that takes a process model in the JSON format
as input and generates its textual process description. In particular, the input to
our proposed approach could be a model-based or textual specification as a query,
whereas, the output is the specifications of relevant business processes. The ap-
proach involves three main steps: generating textual description, finding similar
process descriptions, and returning specifications of the relevant processes.

In the first step, if the input query is a model-based specification, the textual
process description of the query is generated using the NLGS. Secondly, the gen-
erated textual description of the input query process is compared with the textual
descriptions of all the source process models available in the repository, and a simi-
larity score of each query-source pair is computed using a text-matching technique.
Subsequently, a ranked list of processes is generated, where the processes are sorted
in the descending order of the similarity scores. Finally, the specifications of the top
K source processes are returned. In the rest of the paper, we have used summary
textual process descriptions of query processes for the process matching experiments
and compared its performance with the corresponding full-length textual descrip-
tions.

For a formal specification of the proposed approach, let pi be a business pro-
cess whose model-based specification is represented by Mpi. A function β can be
defined that generates textual process description Dpi of the process model Mpi.
Formally, Dpi = β(Mpi). Furthermore, consider PM be a collection of process mod-
els in a repository, and CD be a corpus of the corresponding textual descriptions.
A function γ can be defined that maps textual descriptions of business processes to
the model-based specifications of the processes. Formally, γ : Mpi → Dpi. For an in-
put query process Qp, the relevant process specifications the query can be extracted
using Algorithm 1.
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed approach

Algorithm 1 Summary description for process matching

Input: Qp, CD, PM /* query, process corpus, model collection */

Output: List[PID, int y]

simScore = 0
L1 = List [x, y]

if (Qp = MQp) then
β(Qp)→ DQp

α(DQp)→ SDQp

else
α(Qp)→ SDQp

end
while Dpi ∈ CD do

simScore = similarity(SDQp , Dpi)
L1.append(Dpi , simScore)

end
sortdec(L1, simScore)
return L1
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3 CORPORA GENERATION

The investigation of performance trade-off between summary and full-length textual
descriptions require three artifacts: a) a corpus of full-length textual descriptions of
process models, b) corpora of query descriptions used for the matching experiments,
and c) corpora of summary textual descriptions of business processes. An overview
of the process that we have used for generating these corpora is shown in Fig-
ure 2.

Figure 2. Comparison of textual process descriptions

3.1 Generation of Full-Length Textual Descriptions

We have access to a collection of 669 process models that are designed using Busi-
ness Process Model and Notation (BPMN), which is the most prominent process
modeling language. The process models in the collection are designed in the most
recommended process modeling tool [12], Signavio [34]. The two key reasons for
choosing this collection of models are the following: a) the collection contains pro-
cess models with a diverse label and structural features [13, 11], and from several
genres, hence, the results generated using such collections are valid for several do-
mains, and b) a recent study [7] has emphasized that a necessary and sufficient
pool of queries and human-generated results against these queries are also available,
hence, making it a feasible test-bed for the matching experiments.

More precisely, the collection includes: a) 150 Original process models (O),
including the two datasets (University Admissions Processes and Birth Registration
Processes) used in the Process Model Matching Contest 2015 [14], and b) three other
handcrafted variants of these 150 models, Near Copy (NC), Light Revision (LR),
and Heavy Revision (HR).

Note that the variants are generated by employing a systematic and rigorous
procedure to impart diversity in labels and structure of models in order to challenge
the abilities of the matching techniques [13, 11]. The NC variant of a model is
generated by slightly changing the formulation of each label of the model, whereas
the LR variant is generated by substantially changing the formulation of each label
of the model. The HR variant is generated by significantly changing the formulation
of each label.
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The smallest model in the collection contains 11 activities and the largest model
contains 54 activities. Another unique feature of the collection is that the models
included in the collection comply most of the process modeling guidelines, presented
in [15]. For instance, there is no process model in the collection that contains
a split gateway node, without a corresponding join gateway node. The human
effort involved in generating the collection can be understood by the number of
operations performed while generating the three variants. That is, 24 092 insertion,
deletion, and substitution of words were performed to generate three variants of
process models.

For generating the full-length textual descriptions of 669 process models, we
have used Natural Language Generation System (NLGS). Figure 3 shows an ex-
ample textual description generated by the NLGS. As far as we are aware, NLGS
is the only established tool that can automatically and comprehensively generate
a textual description of process models. Note, an empirical evaluation of the textual
descriptions generated by NLGS has established that the NLGS generated textual
descriptions are superior to the human-generated textual descriptions, in terms of
completeness, structure, and linguistic complexity [16]. Furthermore, a users’ evalu-
ation of the NLGS generated textual descriptions demonstrate that the descriptions
are understandable, and they effectively allow the reader to interpret the seman-
tics of process models [16]. An example textual description of a healthcare process
generated using the NLGS is presented in Figure 3. Accordingly, the full-length
descriptions’ corpus contains 87 772 words, that include 29 493 (33.6 %) stop words.
These numbers indicate that the textual descriptions are not merely a collection of
activity labels, rather a significant amount of stop words are used in generating the
textual descriptions.

3.2 Generating Summary Descriptions

In this section, we first provide an overview of the four diverse techniques that we
have used for generating summary descriptions. Subsequently, in Section 3.2.2, the
procedure that we have employed for generating the corpora of summary descriptions
is presented.

3.2.1 Summarization Techniques

We have used four diverse text summarization techniques, ranging from a collection
of most important words to a state-of-the-art deep learning based technique, for
generating summary descriptions. In particular, we have used TF-IDF [19] which is
a collection of important words based approach, LexRank [10] that employs a graph-
based approach to rank sentences, Lingo [32] which is a state-of-the-art approach
to identify the sentences that includes key phrases of the input description, and
K-means with skip thoughts embeddings [37], which employs a deep learning based
approach for generating summaries. A brief overview of each summarization tech-
nique is as follows:
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The process begins when the hospital inquiry checks data. Then,

• The hospital inquiry finds the information is missing. Afterwards, the
hospital inquiry requests the parents to the complete information. Sub-
sequently, the hospital inquiry conducts the information received. Then,
the hospital inquiry informs the civil court.

• The hospital inquiry finds the information complete.

Once was the hospital administration confirms the parents accepted baby or
not. Afterwards, is.

• The hospital administration sees the parents don’t accept baby. Subse-
quently, the hospital administration sends the information. Then, the
hospital administration forwards the case to the higher authority.

• The hospital administration sees the parents accept baby. Afterwards,
the hospital administration checks the parents nationality. Subsequently,
the hospital administration checks the parents Russian citizenship or not.
Then, is.

– The hospital administration finds the no one has Russian nationality.
Afterwards, the hospital administration conducts the trial in court of
nationality affairs. Subsequently, the hospital administration receives
the citizenship decision. Then, the hospital administration registers
the citizenship of the baby.

– The hospital administration finds the at least 1 is Russian. Afterwards,
the hospital administration registers the baby as Russian.

Once was the hospital administration takes the decided name of the baby.
Subsequently, the hospital inquiry creates the birth certificate. Then, is.

• The hospital inquiry registers the baby.

• The hospital inquiry sends the birth information to the parents.

Once was the hospital inquiry finds at the least one of the parents has reg-
istration. Afterwards, the hospital inquiry getting the citizenship stamp on
the birth certificate. Subsequently, the hospital inquiry sends the request
about money benefits. Then, the hospital administration formalizes the moth
payments.
Afterwards, the process is finished.

Figure 3. Textual description of order process model generated by NLGS
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Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) relies on the im-
portance of words in a document. That is, firstly, a frequency matrix is generated
in which columns represent the vocabulary set of all the textual descriptions,
whereas, rows represent the identities of textual descriptions in the collection.
Secondly, using the formulas presented in Equation (1), the values of the matrix
are populated. In the equation given below, t is a vocabulary term, whereas
Di is the ith textual description in the collection. Finally, TF-IDF scores are
used to select top N words for each document for inclusion in summary, where
N is the number of words that should be included in the summary. Note that
the generated summary using this technique is a mere collection of important
words that may not be usable for the comprehension of the workflow of the
process.

TF − IDF = TF (t)× IDF (t) (1)

where

TF (t) =
FreqDi

t

|t ∀t ∈ Di|

and

IDF (t) = log
|Di|

|Di, such that, t ∈ Di|
.

LexRank is a sentence ranking based approach that relies on the use of Eigenvector
Centrality in a graph to compute the importance of each sentence [10]. In the
first step of the technique, the source text is tokenized into sentences and each
sentence is represented as a vertex in a graph. In the second step, edges between
the vertices are marked on the bases of Inverse Document Frequency (IDF).
Note that we have adapted the notion of IDF to Inverse Sentence Frequency
(ISF). That is, we take the log of the total number of sentences in the process
description and divide it the number of sentences in which the word occurs, as
shown in Equation (2). Subsequently, if the generated similarity score between
two sentences is above a certain threshold value, a value 1 is stored in the
respective index of the sentence matrix and increment 1 is performed to the
degree values. Otherwise, no increment is performed to the degree value. Lastly,
the final score of each sentence is computed using the power method followed
by vertices sort.

Similarlity(Si, Sj) =

∑
w∈Si,Sj

tf w,Si
× tf w,Sj

× (idf w)2

α× β
, (2)

α =

√ ∑
xk∈Si

(tfxk,Si
× idfxk

)2,
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β =

√ ∑
yk∈Sj

(tfyk,Sj
× idfyk)2,

p(u) =
d

N
+ (1− d)× γ, (3)

γ =
∑

v∈adj[u]

similarity(u, v)∑
z∈adj[v] similarity(z, v)

p(v).

Lingo is a state-of-the-art technique that employs a clustering-based approach to
identify the important sentences that include the key phrases of the given de-
scription [32]. In the first step, pre-processing is performed on the input text by
removing stop-words and applying stemming. In the second step, the phrases
are extracted based on the recurring ordered sequences of terms appearing in the
document. Subsequently, a term-document (t-d) matrix is generated for each
key phrase in the document. In the third step, the matrix is factorized using
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to find cluster labels, formally called the
topic label of the document. In particular, we have used a publicly available im-
plementation [33]. Finally, we generate a summary by extracting those sentences
which contain the most important topics.

K-means clustering is an extraction based approach in which sentences are ex-
tracted using k-means clustering technique with skip-thought embeddings. As
a starting point, each document is decomposed into its constitute sentences. In
the second step, encoder, which is the main part of the skip thought mode,
encodes the sentences using Recurrent Neural Network with Gated Recurrent
Unit. Meaning that a fixed-length vector representation for each sentence is
generated [26]. Equations (4)–(8) describe the sequences of steps which are
performed to encode the sentences.

rt = σ(Wrx
t + Urh

t−1), (4)

zt = σ(Wzx
t + Uzh

t−1), (5)

h̄t = tanh(Wxt + U(rt
⊙

ht−1)), (6)

ht = (1− zt)
⊙

ht−1 + zt
⊙

h̄t (7)

where rt is the reset gate,
⊙

represents the element-wise multiplication, zt is
the update gate, and h̄t is the proposed state update at time t. In the third
step, the encoded sentences are clustered using K-means clustering techniques
as shown in Equation (8).

Kmeans =
k∑

j=1

n∑
i=1

||xji − cj|| (8)
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where ||xji − cj|| is selected distance measure between a data point xji and clus-
ter cj. Finally, the sentences corresponding to sentence embeddings closest to
the cluster centers are chosen for inclusion in the summary. The implementation
of the technique that we have used in this study can be downloaded from [31].

3.2.2 Generating Summary Descriptions

We have generated the summary descriptions of 669 full-length textual descriptions
using the four text summarization techniques discussed above at five different com-
pression rates, 10 %, 20 %, 30 %, 40 % and 50 %. The x% compression rate indicates
that the top x% important sentences are preserved in the generated summary. In
case, the number of sentences to be preserved is in decimal (50 % of 7 is 3.5), the
decimal value was truncated. Accordingly, we yielded a total of twenty summary
descriptions corpora, each containing summary descriptions of 669 process models.
Table 1 shows an example summary generated by each technique, TF-IDF, LexRank,
Lingo, and K-means clustering with skip-thought embeddings, at a compression rate
of 50 %. It can be observed from the table that the TF-IDF generated summary is
a collection of words rather than complete sentences. Therefore it is not usable for
compression of the workflow of the process. On the contrary, the summaries gener-
ated by the three other techniques are readable as the techniques rely on ranking
sentences and subsequently choosing a subset of sentences for generating summaries.
In the example, the bold text represents the sentences that are common between all
the three sentence-level summaries, whereas the italic text represents the sentences
that are common between two sentence-level summaries.

3.2.3 Query Descriptions and Human Annotations

Typically, the existing studies, such as [17], use merely ten randomly selected queries
and a source collection of 100 processes, to evaluate the effectiveness of the matching
technique. A key limitation of using such a small and randomly selected queries is
that the findings generated in these settings may not be reliable. In contrast to
those studies, we have chosen a very large number of 56 queries, a collection of 669
process descriptions, and a recently developed human benchmark [7, 13], for our
experimentation.

As discussed in Section 3.1, a key motivation for the choice of the source collec-
tion is that it includes a large and carefully handcrafted collection of over 600 pro-
cess models, which includes three variants of each process model, NC, LR, and HR.
A key reason for the choice of 56 queries over a randomly collected pool of merely
ten queries is that our queries are selected by employing a systematic and rigorous
procedure, without having a pre-defined number in mind. Furthermore, the princi-
pal purpose of the procedure was to ensure the inclusion of a necessary and sufficient
set of query processes. Essentially, the procedure is composed of four main steps.
In the first step, the values of the widely use structural features of each process
model were computed. These structural features are size, diameter, sequentiality,
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TF-IDF [the, hospital, administration, inquiry, then, is, parents, afterwards, subsequently, finds, baby,
information, citizenship, of, checks, to, was, sends, registers, birth, process, information,
conducts , baby , or , not, sees, accept, nationality, russian, one, has, russian, once, certificate,
begins, when, a, data, missing, requests, complete]

LexRank The process begins when the hospital inquiry checks a data. Subsequently, the hos-
pital inquiry conducts the information received. Then, the hospital inquiry informs the
civil court. Once was the hospital administration confirms the parents accepted
baby or not. The hospital administration sees the parents don’t accept baby.
Then, the hospital administration forwards the case to the higher authority. The hospital
administration finds the no one has Russian nationality. Afterwards, the hospital admin-
istration conducts the trial in court of nationality affairs. Subsequently, the hospital
administration receives the citizenship decision. The hospital administration finds
the at least 1 is Russian. Once was the hospital administration takes the decided name of
the baby. Subsequently, the hospital inquiry creates the birth certificate. Once was the
hospital inquiry finds at the least one of the parents has registration. Afterwards,
the hospital inquiry getting the citizenship stamp on the birth certificate. Sub-
sequently, the hospital inquiry sends the request about money benefits. Then,
the hospital administration formalizes the moth payments.

Lingo The process begins when the hospital inquiry checks a data. Then is . The hospital
inquiry finds the information is missing. Subsequently the hospital inquiry conducts the in-
formation received. Then the hospital inquiry informs the civil court. Once was the
hospital administration confirms the parents accepted baby or not. Afterwards is .
The hospital administration sees the parents don’t accept baby. The hospital ad-
ministration sees the parents accept baby. Afterwards the hospital administration conducts
the trial in court of nationality affairs. Subsequently the hospital administration re-
ceives the citizenship decision. Then the hospital administration registers the citizenship
of the baby. Once was the hospital inquiry finds at the least one of the parents has
registration. Afterwards the hospital inquiry gettings the citizenship stamp on
the birth certificate. Subsequently the hospital inquiry sends the request about
money benefits. Afterwards the process is finished.

RNN The process begins when the hospital inquiry checks a data. Afterwards, the hospi-
tal inquiry requests the parents to the complete information. Then, the hospital inquiry
informs the civil court. Once was the hospital administration confirms the par-
ents accepted baby or not. The hospital administration sees the parents don’t
accept baby. Then, is . Afterwards, the hospital administration checks the parents na-
tionality.The hospital inquiry finds the information complete. Subsequently, the hospital
administration receives the citizenship decision. The hospital administration finds
the no one has russian nationality. Then, the hospital administration registers the citizen-
ship of the baby. Once was the hospital administration takes the decided name of the baby.
Afterwards, the hospital inquiry gettings the citizenship stamp on the birth cer-
tificate. Once was the hospital inquiry finds at the least one of the parents has
registration. Subsequently, the hospital inquiry sends the request about money
benefits. Afterwards, the process is finished.

Table 1. Summaries generated by TF-IDF, LexRank, Lingo and RNN at compression
rate 50 %

network connectivity, token split, etc. [20]. Further details of these metrics can be
found in [20]. In the second step, a correlation was computed between every pair
of structural metrics. Subsequently, for each pair of metrics having a very high
co-relation of over 0.9 one metric was excluded. Hence, ensuring that the values of
only adequate metrics are taken into consideration. Thirdly, to ensure the diversity,
the process models with the highest, lowest, and average values of each metric were
selected as query models. Finally, the steps were repeated for each variant in the
collection, NC, LR, and HR, while avoiding redundancy. Accordingly, the generated
collection includes 14 process models of each type, Original, NC, LR, and HR, as
well as the process model with diverse structural properties.
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The full-length textual descriptions of the selected 56 query models are used
as an input to the four summarization techniques to generate the summaries of the
query processes at different compression rates (10 %, 20 %, 30 %, 40 %, and 50 %). As
a result, the summary descriptions of 1 120 queries were generated. These summary
descriptions have been used as queries in the rest of the paper for experimentation.

4 MATCHING TECHNIQUES

A notable study [18] has classified text-matching approaches into seven broad cat-
egories: overlapping of grams, lexical similarity, string and sequence comparison,
fingerprinting, probabilistic methods, NLP methods, and structural methods. The
approaches in the former three categories primarily rely on the actual content of the
query-source descriptions, whereas, the latter four rely on the use of structural or
textual features of the query-source descriptions. In this study, we limit our choice of
matching techniques to the former three categories of techniques due to two reasons:

1. summarization may have substantially changed the structure or textual features
of the descriptions, which may ultimately affect the matching performance, and

2. the latter four categories of approaches increase the computational overhead of
computing structural or textual features of the query-source descriptions.

Below, we provide an overview of the matching techniques used in this study. In
particular, we present one technique from the first and second categories (N-gram
overlap and Vector Space Model, respectively) and three techniques (Longest Com-
mon Subsequence, Local Alignment, and Global Alignment) from the third category.

4.1 N-Gram Overlap

N-gram overlap computes the similarity between a query-source descriptions pair
by dividing them into a set of tokens, called grams [21]. It then counts the number
of common tokens in the two descriptions and divides it by the number of tokens
in one or both descriptions, to get a normalized score between 0 and 1. The value
of n determines the number of words in each token. Formally, it is defined as follows:

S(Q,S) =
|T (Q) ∩ T (S)|

min(|T (Q)|, |T (S)|)
(9)

where T (Q) and T (S) is the number of token in query and source description,
respectively.

4.2 Vector Space Model (VSM)

VSM computes the similarity between a query-source descriptions pair by first rep-
resenting each description in a vector space, where each word in the description
represents a dimension in a vector space [22]. The similarity is then measured by
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computing angle between them. Formally, the normalized score is computed as
follows:

S(Q,S) =

∑n
i=1 Qi × Si√∑n

i=1(Qi)2 ×
∑n

i=1(Si)2
. (10)

4.3 Longest Common Subsequence (LCS)

Longest Common Subsequence computes the similarity between a query-source de-
scriptions pair by identifying the longest consecutive sequence of tokens that are
common between the two descriptions and dividing it with the length of the smaller
description, to compute a normalized similarity score [18]. Formally, it is defined as
follows:

S(Q,S) =
|LCS|

min(|Q|, |S|)
(11)

where LCS is the longest sequence of tokens that are common between the two
descriptions.

4.4 Local Alignment (LA)

Local Alignment computes the similarity between a query-source descriptions pair
by identifying the identical portion of tokens (small regions) between the two se-
quences [24]. In particular, for each matching pair of tokens the matching score is
incremented by 1, and for each mismatched pair of tokens the matching score is
decremented by 1. Subsequently, the normalized score is computed by dividing the
similarity score with the minimum length of the query-source description

S(Q,S) =
Lscore

min(|Q|, |S|)
. (12)

4.5 Global Alignment (GA)

Global Alignment computes the similarity between a query-source descriptions pair
by representing both descriptions as a sequence of words and then identifying the
identical text between the entire length of the two descriptions [25]. Generally,
the technique is recommended for a sequence of equal and near-equal lengths. For
each matching pair of tokens, the matching score is incremented by 1, and for each
mismatch, the score is decremented by 1. The normalized score is then computed
by the following equation:

S(Q,S) =
Gscore

min(|Q|, |S|)
. (13)
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5 COMPARISON OF SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS

In this section, we have computed the similarity between summary descriptions of
queries generated by the four summarization techniques to evaluate how similar or
dissimilar are the summary descriptions. The process that we have employed for the
comparison of summary descriptions is presented in Figure 4. In particular, we have
generated 20 corpora, each containing summary textual descriptions of 56 query
processes, i.e., a corpus of summary descriptions generated by each summarization
technique at each compression rate 10 %, 20 %, 30 %, 40 %, and 50 %. The com-
parison of these 56 × 5 × 4 = 1 120 summary descriptions would require creating
numerous pairs of summary descriptions.

Figure 4. Comparison of textual process descriptions

The manual comparison of these many pairs is a tedious task which requires
a substantial human effort. Therefore, we have used two similarity estimation tech-
niques (n-gram overlap and Longest Common Subsequence) to compute the sim-
ilarities between these pairs. N-gram computes the degree of similarity between
a query-source pair by counting the number of unique tokens (common words) and
dividing it by the length of the short description to get a normalized score. The
similarity score thus represents the content overlap between the query-source pair
without taking into consideration the ordering of the words. Due to that limita-
tion, we have also used a variant of LCS – an order-preserving similarity estimation
method. LCSnorm, a variant of LCS, computes the similarity by counting the num-
ber of edit operations required to transform one text into another and dividing it
with the length of the short text.

Table 2 shows the average similarity scores of all possible combinations of pairs
of summary descriptions. In the table, the average similarity score of 0.62 at a com-
pression rate 50 % for the 1-gram technique represents that 62 % of the unique words
(vocabulary) used by these two algorithms overlap. The key observations from the
results are as follows:
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Techn. Comp. TF-IDF & LexRank & Lingo &
LexRank Lingo K-means Lingo K-means K-means

Unigram

50 % 0.62 0.64 0.60 0.86 0.86 0.84
40 % 0.46 0.50 0.47 0.78 0.77 0.78
30 % 0.31 0.37 0.38 0.67 0.66 0.72
20 % 0.23 0.29 0.33 0.58 0.58 0.68
10 % 0.16 0.20 0.26 0.44 0.43 0.57

LCS

50 % 0.39 0.37 0.34 0.60 0.63 0.60
40 % 0.35 0.36 0.32 0.54 0.58 0.56
30 % 0.29 0.34 0.34 0.48 0.52 0.52
20 % 0.28 0.33 0.39 0.44 0.48 0.49
10 % 0.26 0.36 0.52 0.36 0.35 0.48

Table 2. Average similarities scores between summaries of 56 query descriptions

Figure 5. Unigram based comparison of all pairs

Vocabulary overlap. It can be observed from Table 2 that the unigram similarity
score for a large majority of the cases, 53 out of 60, are less than or equal to 0.67.
These lower values indicate that at least one-third of the vocabulary between
these pairs is different. For the remaining seven cases, which are highlighted
with gray color, the unigram score is substantially high, i.e., 0.86, 0.86, 0.84,
0.78, 0.77, 0.78, and 0.72. However, it can be observed from the table that the
LCS scores of the pairs, where the vocabulary overlap, are also higher, i.e., 0.60,
0.63, and 0.60, 0.54, 0.58, 0.56, and 0.52. These lower values represent that
the ordering of the words in these summaries is significantly different from each
other, hence, indicating a significant difference between the summaries.

Similarity between types of pairs. Figure 5 plots the n-gram similarity scores
between all the pairs of summary descriptions. From the figure, it can be ob-
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served that the similarity scores between TF-IDF generated summaries and the
ones generated by the remaining techniques are substantially low. On the con-
trary, the corresponding similarity scores between the other pairs are on the
higher side. That is, the similarity score of LexRank & Lingo, LexRank & K-
means, and Lingo & K-means are higher than that of TF-IDF & LexRank, TF-
IDF & Lingo, and TF-IDF & K-means. A key reason for the differences in the
similarity scores stems from the fact that TF-IDF employs an entirely different
mechanism from the other three techniques for generating summaries. That is,
TF-IDF employs a word-based approach to rank and identify important words
for a summary, whereas, the other three techniques employ a sentence-ranking
approach to identify a subset of sentences for inclusion in the summary.

Impact of compression rate on the similarity. It can be observed from Fig-
ure 5 that as the compression rate decreases from 50 % to 10 %, the vocabulary
overlap between the summaries decreases gradually. These decreasing numbers
represent that the differences between the summaries in the pair widen with
the decrease in the compression rate. Hence, indicating that all the techniques
employ a different mechanism to rank words or sentences which becomes more
visible when a smaller number of words or sentences are chosen for generating
a summary.

From the above discussion, we conclude that the summary textual descriptions
generated by the four techniques, TF-IDF, LexRank, Lingo, and K-means, are signif-
icantly different from each other. Hence, the choice of the summarization technique
is a non-trivial task. This raises several questions, such as, what is the impact
of different summarization techniques on process matching? Which summarization
technique generates the most appropriate summary for effective, as well as efficient
process matching results? What level of compression rate is most appropriate for
effective, as well as efficient process matching? To answer these questions, in the
remaining part of the paper, we have performed several process matching experi-
ments.

6 PROCESS MATCHING EXPERIMENT SETUP

This section presents the details of the experimental setup that we have used for
analyzing the performance trade-off between summary and full-length textual de-
scriptions for process matching. An overview of the experimental setup is presented
in Figure 6.

6.1 Dataset and Evaluation Measures

For the experiments, the full-length descriptions of 669 process models have been
used as a source collection, and two sets of queries have been used for the process
matching:
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Figure 6. Experimental setup

1. full textual descriptions of 56 query models,

2. four sets of summary textual descriptions of 56 query models at five different
compression rates 10 %, 20 %, 30 %, 40 % and 50 %.

The details of the summary descriptions and the human annotations have been
discussed in Section 3, whereas the trade-offs between the use of summary and
full-length textual descriptions have been analyzed in terms of effectiveness and
efficiency.

For the effectiveness of matching, we have used three established measures,
Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1 score. Precision represents the percentage of source
process models that are retrieved and are relevant. Recall represents the percentage
of source process models that are relevant and retrieved. F1 score is a harmonic
mean of Precision and Recall.

For the efficiency, we have used Retrieval Time (RT) as a measure. For a full-
length query description, RT is the time taken by a technique to match the full-
length query description with all the source descriptions in the collection. Whereas,
for a summary description query, RT is the sum of the time spent to generate
a summary description of the query process and the time taken by a technique to
match the summary query descriptions with all source descriptions in the collec-
tion.

6.2 Evaluation Methodology

We have implemented all the four summarization techniques, TF-IDF, LexRank,
Lingo, and K-means, as described in Section 3.2.1. Each implementation takes
a full-length textual description as input and generates its summary descriptions at
five compression rates 10 %, 20 %, 30 %, 40 %, and 50 %. For measuring the effec-
tiveness, the matching techniques presented in Section 4 are used for experiments.
Each technique has been implemented as a program, where each implementation
takes a query process description as input and generates its pairs with 669 source
process descriptions, formally called query-source pairs. Subsequently, each imple-
mentation computes a similarity score between 669 query-source pairs and saves
them in a text file in descending order of the similarity score, meaning that the
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most relevant processes are on the top. Furthermore, top K processes have been
generated by varying the value of K between 4 and 16, with a step size of four. The
reason for the varying value of K lies in the nature of the source process collection,
i.e., the source collection contains four variants of each model, 150 original process
specifications, and three handcrafted variants of each model. Consequently, keeping
the step size as 4 has helped us evaluate whether or not all the variants are ranked
in the top slots. Finally, Precision, Recall, and F1 scores have been computed after
applying pre-processing in order to compare the effect of each pre-processing step.
In particular, query and source descriptions have been pre-processed by removing
stop words, stemming (using Snowball stemmer), and a combination of both. The
process was repeated for full-length query descriptions, as well as for the summary
query descriptions generated by TF-IDF, LexRank, Lingo, and K-means, at five
different compression rates.

For measuring the efficiency, the implementations of the summarization tech-
niques were modified to include the computation of the summary generation time.
Similarly, the implementations of the matching techniques were modified to compute
the retrieval time, as defined in Section 6. These implementations take a query-
source pair as input and compute the retrieval time of each pair. Subsequently,
the retrieval time was saved in a text file. Note that the efficiency experiments
have been performed 10 times for 56 queries and at each compression rate. The
results presented in this paper are the average of the 10 iterations. Similarly,
the summary generation time used in this paper is the average of the 10 itera-
tions.

Technique Full Desc. TF-IDF LexRank
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

1-Gram 0.719 0.455 0.557 0.741 0.471 0.576 0.705 0.444 0.545

2-Gram 0.723 0.454 0.558 0.411 0.253 0.313 0.696 0.441 0.540

3-Gram 0.688 0.438 0.535 0.058 0.031 0.040 0.647 0.420 0.535

GA 0.656 0.426 0.517 0.754 0.475 0.583 0.714 0.449 0.517

LCS 0.634 0.428 0.511 0.737 0.462 0.568 0.674 0.429 0.511

LA 0.616 0.388 0.476 0.250 0.152 0.189 0.580 0.366 0.476

VSM 0.772 0.487 0.597 0.763 0.480 0.589 0.786 0.502 0.597

Table 3. Effectiveness comparison of full and summary descriptions (top 4)

7 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

7.1 Effectiveness Results

Precision, Recall, and F1 scores provide three different types of measures to gauge
the effectiveness of a matching technique. Therefore, we have included the results
of all the three measures in Table 3 and Table 4, for all the matching techniques,
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Tech. Full Desc. Lingo RNN
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

1-Gram 0.719 0.455 0.557 0.688 0.439 0.536 0.670 0.416 0.513

2-Gram 0.723 0.454 0.558 0.705 0.448 0.548 0.683 0.430 0.528

3-Gram 0.688 0.438 0.535 0.661 0.426 0.518 0.625 0.410 0.495

GA 0.656 0.426 0.517 0.705 0.450 0.549 0.674 0.420 0.518

LCS 0.634 0.428 0.511 0.728 0.465 0.568 0.603 0.385 0.470

LA 0.616 0.388 0.476 0.629 0.405 0.493 0.554 0.341 0.422

VSM 0.772 0.487 0.597 0.790 0.500 0.612 0.795 0.504 0.617

Table 4. Effectiveness comparison of full and summary descriptions (top 4)

Figure 7. Performing variation across summarization techniques

where full-length textual descriptions and the summary descriptions are used as
queries. Note that each value in the table is an average score of the 56 query
descriptions. It can be observed from the Table 3 that the Precision scores of
full-length descriptions are significantly higher than the Recall scores for all the
matching techniques. Furthermore, a similar trend can be observed from Table 3 and
Table 4, for each summarization technique. A higher value of Precision represents
that among the processes retrieved by a technique the majority of the processes were
relevant, whereas, a lower Recall score represents that the majority of the variants
were not retrieved. Our synthesis of the Recall results revealed that for each query
the identical processes were retrieved, whereas, for a majority of the queries the
NC variants were also retrieved. Furthermore, the LR variants of some queries were
retrieved, whereas, HR variants of a few queries were retrieved. The key observations
based on the analysis of results are as follows:
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Most suitable matching technique. It can be observed from the table that the
Vector Space Model outperformed all the matching techniques for all types of
summary descriptions, as well as for the full-length descriptions. That is, the
Precision, Recall, as well as the F1 scores of the VSM are higher than all the
other techniques, and for both types of descriptions, summary and full-length
descriptions. These highest values are highlighted using gray background color
in the table. A possible explanation to the higher values of the evaluation
measures stems from the fact that the VSM firstly represents both query and
source documents as vectors in a high-dimensional space, and subsequently the
similarity is computed by the degree of angle between query-source vectors,
rather than merely the overlap in the contents or the alignment of the text.

Variation across summarization techniques. A comparison of the F1 scores
of the summary and full-length descriptions is presented in Figure 7. It can be
observed from the figure that there is no single summarization technique that
outperforms all the other summarization techniques for all the matching tech-
niques. Furthermore, the summary generated by the state-of-the-art deep learn-
ing based summarization technique achieved the highest F1 score of 0.617 using
the VSM matching technique, whereas Lingo achieved a comparable F1 score of
0.612. These two observations indicate that the most appropriate combination
of a summarization and matching technique is the VSM and K-means clustering
with skip-thought embeddings, which is a deep learning based approach.

Tech. Full Desc. LexRank TF-IDF Lingo RNN

1-Gram 559 465 359 380 972

2-Gram 558 523 402 433 1 030

3-Gram 561 477 397 414 1 038

GA 2 763 1 180 468 918 1 491

LCS 855 415 241 346 922

LA 6 871 2 955 928 1 116 1 478

VSM 21 20 28 17 603

Table 5. Retrieval time (in milliseconds) comparison of full and summary descriptions

7.2 Synthesis of Effectiveness

For a thorough analysis of the results, we have synthesized the effectiveness score of
56 queries by dividing them into four types, such that each type has an equal number
of queries. The query-types are Original Queries (OQ), Near Copy Queries (NCQ),
Light Revision Queries (LRQ), and Heavy Revision Queries (HRQ). For each type
of queries, all the experiments have been repeated, and the Precision, Recall, and
F1 scores have been recorded in Table 6. The key observations elicited from these
results are as follows.
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It can be observed from the shaded elements in Table 6 that the Precision, Recall,
and F1 score achieved by VSM for each query type is higher than the corresponding
scores achieved by any other matching technique when RNN generated summary
descriptions were used for the process matching. These results are consistent with
the results of VSM presented in Table 4, where VSM outperformed all the other
techniques based on the average F1 score of 56 queries. Hence, reinforcing that
VSM is the most effective matching technique.

It can also be observed from the bold values in Table 6 that the average F1 scores
achieved by HRQs are always significantly less than the F1 scores achieved by OQs,
NCQs, and LRQs, for all the matching techniques. This observation is valid for the
full-length descriptions, as well as for the RNN generated summary descriptions.
This lower value is due to the significant differences in the specifications of HR
variants from O, NC, and LR variants of processes. Hence, indicating that the
identification of HR variant is a challenging task for the matching techniques. It is
thus desirable to invent new matching techniques that can effectively retrieve heavily
modified variants of processes.

Another notable observation is that for the all types of queries, the F1 score
achieved using the RNN generated summary descriptions is either higher than or
comparable with the F1 scores achieved by the full-length generated descriptions.
This observation is valid across all the matching techniques. In particular, the
average differences in F1 scores between the matching techniques are 0.028, 0.062,
0.058, and 0.033 for OQs, NCQs, LRQs, and HRQs, respectively. These results
indicate that the RNN generated summary descriptions are equally effective for all
query-types and the matching techniques.

7.3 Efficiency Analysis

Table 5 shows a comparison of the Retrieval Time (RT) for the matching tech-
niques where the full-length and summary generated textual descriptions are used
as queries. Recall from Section 6 that, for a full-length description query, RT is the
time taken by a technique to match the query with all the source descriptions in the
collection. On the contrary, for a summary description query, RT is the sum of the
time consumed in generating a summary description and the time taken by a tech-
nique to match the summarized query description with all the source descriptions
in the collection. Each value in Table 5 represents the average RT of 56 queries for
10 iterations. The key observations about efficiency analysis are as follows:

Efficiency of the matching techniques. VSM is the most efficient technique
for process matching, as its retrieval time is merely 21 milliseconds in case of
full-length query descriptions. Furthermore, it can be observed from the table
that the use of summary descriptions substantially reduces the RT of all the
matching techniques, with the exception of VSM. That is, the RT of VSM does
not decrease substantially. Further analysis of the RT of VSM revealed that
the RT for full description queries is minuscule, 21 milliseconds only. Hence, the
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Full-length description RNN summary

Queries Technique P R F1 P R F1

OQ-14

Unigram 0.804 0.441 0.570 0.804 0.438 0.567
Bigram 0.786 0.439 0.563 0.786 0.428 0.554
Trigram 0.786 0.439 0.563 0.732 0.422 0.535
GA 0.804 0.454 0.580 0.821 0.464 0.593
LCS 0.786 0.462 0.582 0.768 0.443 0.562
LA 0.768 0.418 0.541 0.696 0.377 0.489
VSM 0.821 0.444 0.576 0.893 0.498 0.639

NCQ-14

Unigram 0.714 0.537 0.613 0.661 0.482 0.557
Bigram 0.696 0.519 0.595 0.679 0.513 0.584
Trigram 0.714 0.537 0.613 0.714 0.536 0.612
GA 0.696 0.527 0.600 0.732 0.542 0.623
LCS 0.732 0.575 0.644 0.661 0.506 0.573
LA 0.714 0.525 0.605 0.571 0.419 0.483
VSM 0.804 0.614 0.696 0.786 0.596 0.678

LRQ-14

Unigram 0.696 0.489 0.574 0.625 0.430 0.509
Bigram 0.714 0.491 0.582 0.625 0.432 0.511
Trigram 0.607 0.428 0.502 0.500 0.372 0.427
GA 0.643 0.456 0.534 0.589 0.373 0.457
LCS 0.589 0.420 0.490 0.518 0.332 0.405
LA 0.482 0.338 0.397 0.464 0.303 0.367
VSM 0.696 0.469 0.560 0.714 0.496 0.585

HRQ-14

Unigram 0.661 0.352 0.459 0.589 0.315 0.410
Bigram 0.696 0.368 0.481 0.643 0.346 0.450
Trigram 0.643 0.349 0.452 0.554 0.309 0.397
GA 0.482 0.269 0.345 0.554 0.300 0.389
LCS 0.429 0.256 0.321 0.464 0.258 0.332
LA 0.500 0.270 0.351 0.482 0.263 0.340
VSM 0.768 0.420 0.543 0.786 0.426 0.553

Table 6. Effectiveness comparison of query types (Top 4)

overhead of summary generation time becomes dominant. That is, the summary
generation time of LexRank is 3 milliseconds, whereas its matching time is 17
milliseconds, which represents a slight decrease in the matching time. Similarly,
for the other techniques, TF-IDF, Lingo, and K-means, the time required for
generating summaries is also minute, 0.015, 0.030, and 584 milliseconds, respec-
tively.

Efficiency of the summarization techniques. It can be observed from the
Figure 8 that the RT of a large majority of the summarization techniques is
significantly less than that of the full-length query descriptions. A notable ob-
servation is that, in contrast to other summarization techniques, the retrieval
time of K-means generated summaries is significantly higher than that of the
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full-length descriptions. It is due to the reason that K-means employs a deep
learning technique that takes into consideration several parameters for generat-
ing summaries, hence, making it a resource-intensive task. Furthermore, it can
be observed from Figure 8 f) that the RT of K-means generated summaries is
manifolds higher than that of the full-length generated descriptions. Our synthe-
sis of the RT revealed that the retrieval time of summary descriptions actually
reduces from 21 to 19 milliseconds. However, due to the higher amount of sum-
mary generation time, i.e. 584 milliseconds, the overall retrieval time inflates
significantly.

From the discussion we conclude that the choice of summarization technique, as
well as the matching technique, significantly contributes to the efficiency of match-
ing. However, one must take into consideration the trade-off between effectiveness
and efficiency. Therefore, the subsequent section focuses on analyzing this trade-off
in detail.

Effectiveness Efficiency
Tech. TF-IDF LexRank Lingo K-means TF-IDF LexRank Lingo K-means

1-Gram + – – – + + + –

2-Gram – – – – + + + –

3-Gram – NA – – + + + –

GA + NA + + + + + +

LCS + NA + – + + + –

LA – NA + – + + + +

VSM – NA + + – + + –

Table 7. Trade-off between Efficiency (EF) and Effectiveness (EC)

7.4 Efficiency-Effectiveness Trade-Off Analysis

In this section, we discuss the performance trade-off between the summary and full-
length textual descriptions. Table 7 provides an overview of the trade-off between
these descriptions in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. In the table, a ‘+’ sign for
effectiveness represents that the use of summary description has a positive impact
on the effectiveness of matching, i.e., the average F1 score achieved by the summary
queries is higher than the full-length description. Similarly, a ‘−’ sign represents
that the use of summaries impedes the effectiveness of matching. On the contrary,
a ‘+’ sign for efficiency represents that the performance of matching, in terms of
efficiency, increases when summary descriptions are used for process matching. That
is, the average RT of matching of summary query descriptions is less than the full-
length query descriptions, whereas, the ‘−’ sign represents that the matching time
of summary descriptions is higher than the full-length descriptions.
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a) Unigram b) Bigram

c) Trigram d) GA

e) LCS f) VSM

Figure 8. Performance comparison of summary and full-length description

It can be observed from Table 7 that the efficiency of the matching improves for
a large majority of the cases when summary query descriptions are used for process
matching. In particular, the efficiency increases when the LexRank generated sum-
mary queries are used for matching. However, the use of the LexRank generated
summary queries does not increase the effectiveness of matching.

It can also be observed from the table that the efficiency, as well as the effective-
ness of matching, does not increase for a large majority of the matching techniques
when K-means generated summary descriptions are used as queries. In contrast to
that, the use of the summary description queries generated by TF-IDF and Lingo
increases the efficiency as well as effectiveness for multiple matching techniques.
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Among these two summarization techniques, the effectiveness scores of the Lingo
generated summary is higher than that of TF-IDF for a majority of the matching
techniques making it more suitable for process matching.

Furthermore, for the most effective matching technique, VSM, the F1 score of
0.612 achieved by Lingo generated summaries is comparable with the F1 score of
0.617 achieved by K-means generated summaries, whereas, the retrieval time of
Lingo generated summaries is merely 17 milliseconds, which is less than that of TF-
IDF, 28 milliseconds. Hence, we conclude that the summary textual descriptions
generated by Lingo at a compression rate of 50 % can achieve a comparable or higher
efficiency as well as effectiveness than the summary descriptions generated by the
other three techniques, as well as by using full-length textual descriptions.

8 RELATED WORK

The approaches to process matching can be classified into two broad categories:

1. effectiveness enhancement approaches, and

2. efficiency enhancement approaches.

Effectiveness enhancement approaches: This category includes the approaches
that aim to enhance the effectiveness of process matching. Several approaches,
such as Ref. [17, 27], have proposed to combine structural and behavioral fea-
tures with label features to decide a query-source pair as equivalent or not equiv-
alent. To compute the similarity between label features, a large majority of the
techniques employ syntactic measures, such as distance-based measures [28],
to simply count the number of edit operations required to convert one label
into another. More advanced techniques, to compute the similarity between la-
bel features, use semantic and contextual measures [29]. These measures rely
on a lexical database, WordNet [30], to compute semantic similarity between
labels. The similarity between label features is combined with graph match-
ing techniques to compute the similarity between a query-source process model
pair. Behavioral feature-based approaches [35] compute the similarities between
a pair of process models using their execution behaviors, formally called the
causal relationship between activities.

Recent studies, such as [36], enhance the accuracy of process matching by inte-
grating the specification of a process model with the textual descriptions of its
elements. Another study [7] has proposed the use of textual descriptions as an
alternative to the process models.

Efficiency enhancement approaches: This category includes the approaches
that aim to enhance the efficiency of the process matching. To the best of
our knowledge, this category includes only two approaches, Ref. [38] and [39].
The first approach [38] aims to extract features from process models, and sub-
sequently uses these features to categorize processes as relevant, irrelevant, or
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potentially relevant. Whereas, the second approach [39] proposes to use a novel
feature of the process models, called Feature-Net (FNet). This approach consists
of two phases: indexing and querying. In the first phase, each process graph
{G1, G2, . . . } in the collection of process models, is indexed. Subsequently, each
indexed process graph is split into basic features {PF1, PF2, . . . } to construct
an FNet, which is used for computing similarity between a query-source pair.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we argue that the use of full-length text descriptions may impede
the efficiency of matching techniques, particularly when the textual descriptions
are very long. To mitigate this, we promote the use of summary textual descrip-
tions as an alternative to the full-length textual descriptions. To this end, we have
thoroughly investigated the trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness between
full-length textual descriptions and our proposed alternative of summary textual
descriptions.

We have generated a corpus of full-length textual descriptions of 669 process
models and use them to generate 20 corpora of summary descriptions. The full-
length textual descriptions corpus is generated from the process models in JSON
format using an established tool for generating textual descriptions, called NLGS.
Whereas, the 20 summary corpora are generated by using diverse text summariza-
tion techniques, at five different compression rates, 10 %, 20 %, 30 %, 40 %, and
50 %. The techniques include a word-based summarization technique, TF-IDF, an
established graph-based summarization technique, LexRank, a state-of-the-art clus-
tering technique, Lingo, and another state-of-the-art deep learning based technique,
K-means clustering with skip-thought embeddings. To establish that the generated
summary corpora are substantially different from each other, we have used two text-
matching techniques, N-gram overlap, and LCS. For that, we have first generated
1 120 pairs of summary descriptions and subsequently used the two text-matching
techniques to compute the similarity between each pair. The results show that the
summaries generated by the two summarization techniques are significantly different
from one another, hence, the choice of summarization technique is a non-trivial task.
Therefore, we conducted process matching experiments to compare the performance
of the summary descriptions generated by the four summarization techniques.

The process matching experiments are performed using 56 full-length textual
descriptions as queries and 669 full-length textual descriptions as a source. For
matching, we have used seven text-matching techniques: Unigram, Bigram, Tri-
gram, Global Alignment, Longest Common Subsequence, Local Alignment, and
Vector Space Model. Furthermore, we have performed experiments using 20 sets of
56 summarized query descriptions generated by the four summarization techniques
at five compression rates. Our results show that the use of summary description
queries, generated by Lingo at a compression rate of 50 %, can achieve a comparable
or higher efficiency as well as effectiveness than the full-length descriptions. In the
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future, we aim to use other summarization techniques and study their impact on
process matching.
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